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Since the "cheetah" browser filtered the “Youku” video website`s
advertisement ,the browser have a lot of disputes with the video sites that for ad
filtering in recent years.Currently, the video sites advertisement filtering technology
has been developed from the software field to the hardware field.Ad filter behavior
has a serious impact on the video site`s business model of"free videos
+advertising".In the judiciary, the court held that the browser or router filter video
website advertising behavior is unfair competition action for damaging the video
site`s commercial interests.However, scholars took a different views for the court`s
judgment.
This paper consists of three parts, including the introduction, main body and
conclusion, with four chapters inside the main body.
The first chapter mainly explains the disputes arising from the behavior of ad
filtering and court`s judgments and held that the court`s conclusions substantially
protect the interests of the video site and have several errors.
The second chapter aims to identify filter behavior is justified from different
perspectives.Such as from the perspective of competition law;user`s interests;the
principle of proportionality and so on.
The third chapter focuses on discussing America courts` “user benefit” standard
and Germany courts` “market competition” standard when involving similar
disputes.This chapter also introduce two new video site advertising models.One is
“skip ad mode”and the other one is “user select mode”.
The last chapter try to make some suggestions.Such as adjust the standard of
judge the competitive behavior,strengthen the protection of the interests of users in
competition law and improve the business model, etc.
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